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Practical C Programming
2020-02-14

a comprehensive guide with practical instructions for learning data
structures low level programming high performance computing networking
and iot to help you understand the latest standards in c programming
such as c11 and c18 key featurestackle various challenges in c
programming by making the most of its latest featuresunderstand the
workings of arrays strings functions pointers advanced data structures
and algorithmsbecome well versed with process synchronization during
multitasking and server client process communicationbook description
used in everything from microcontrollers to operating systems c is a
popular programming language among developers because of its
flexibility and versatility this book helps you get hands on with
various tasks covering the fundamental as well as complex c
programming concepts that are essential for making real life
applications you ll start with recipes for arrays strings user defined
functions and pre processing directives once you re familiar with the
basic features you ll gradually move on to learning pointers file
handling concurrency networking and inter process communication ipc
the book then illustrates how to carry out searching and arrange data
using different sorting techniques before demonstrating the
implementation of data structures such as stacks and queues later you
ll learn interesting programming features such as using graphics for
drawing and animation and the application of general purpose utilities
finally the book will take you through advanced concepts such as low
level programming embedded software iot and security in coding as well
as techniques for improving code performance by the end of this book
you ll have a clear understanding of c programming and have the skills
you need to develop robust apps what you will learndiscover how to use
arrays functions and strings to make large applicationsperform
preprocessing and conditional compilation for efficient
programmingunderstand how to use pointers and memory optimallyuse
general purpose utilities and improve code performanceimplement
multitasking using threads and process synchronizationuse low level
programming and the inline assembly languageunderstand how to use
graphics for animationget to grips with applying security while
developing c programswho this book is for this intermediate level book
is for developers who want to become better c programmers by learning
its modern features and programming practices familiarity with c
programming is assumed to get the most out of this book

C++ 2013 for C# Developers
2014-09-17
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c 2013 for c developers provides a fast track to c proficiency
forthose already using the c language at an advanced level beginning
with a detailed explanation of the mechanics of c s execution sequence
its grammar syntax and data access you ll quickly learn the
similarities and differences between c and c the second and third
partsof the of the book are devoted to a detailed deep dive into c
development to provide clear information and advice about how to use
the languageeffectively

Professional JavaScript for Web Developers
2011-12-20

this book provides a developer level introduction along with more
advanced and useful features of javascript coverage includes
javascript use with html to create dynamic webpages language concepts
including syntax and flow control statements variable handling given
their loosely typed nature built in reference types such as object and
array object oriented programing powerful aspects of function
expressions browser object model allowing interaction with the browser
itself detecting the client and its capabilities document object model
dom objects available in dom level 1 how dom levels 2 and 3 augmented
the dom events legacy support and how the dom redefined how events
should work enhancing form interactions and working around browser
limitations using the canvas tag to create on the fly graphics
javascript api changes in html5 how browsers handle javascript errors
and error handling features of javascript used to read and manipulate
xml data the json data format as an alternative to xml ajax techniques
including the use of xmlhttprequest object and cors complex patterns
including function currying partial function application and dynamic
functions offline detection and storing data on the client machine
techniques for javascript in an enterprise environment for better
maintainability this book is aimed at three groups of readers
experienced object oriented programming developers looking to learn
javascript as it relates to traditional oo languages such as java and
c application developers attempting to enhance site usability novice
javascript developers nicholas c zakas worked with the for over a
decade he has worked on corporate intranet applications used by some
of the largest companies in the world and large scale consumer
websites such as myyahoo and the yahoo homepage he regularly gives
talks at companies and conferences regarding front end best practices
and new technology

Turbo C Developer's Library
1988
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if you create programs you have been faced with the frustrations and
perplexities of designing intelligent routines for developing
professional software this book provides insight into these problems
and a comprehensive set of sophisticated routines to enhance your
abilities as a turbo c developer this guide presents over 120 routines
and the library has been designed and written by developers and tested
in commercial professional applications

Cross-Platform Development in C++
2007-11-27

cross platform development in c is the definitive guide to developing
portable c c application code that will run natively on windows
macintosh and linux unix platforms without compromising functionality
usability or quality long time mozilla and netscape developer syd
logan systematically addresses all the technical and management
challenges associated with software portability from planning and
design through coding testing and deployment drawing on his extensive
experience with cross platform development logan thoroughly covers
issues ranging from the use of native apis to the latest strategies
for portable gui development along the way he demonstrates how to
achieve feature parity while avoiding the problems inherent to
traditional cross platform development approaches this book will be an
indispensable resource for every software professional and technical
manager who is building new cross platform software porting existing c
c software or planning software that may someday require cross
platform support build cross platform applications without compromise
throughout the book logan illuminates his techniques with realistic
scenarios and extensive downloadable code examples including a
complete cross platform gui toolkit based on mozilla s xul that you
can download modify and learn from coverage includes policies and
procedures used by netscape enabling them to ship browsers to millions
of users on windows mac os and linux delivering functionality and
interfaces that are consistent on all platforms understanding key
similarities and differences among leading platform specific gui apis
including win32 net cocoa and gtk determining when and when not to use
native ides and how to limit their impact on portability leveraging
standards based apis including posix and stl avoiding hidden
portability pitfalls associated with floating point char types data
serialization and types in c utilizing platform abstraction libraries
such as the netscape portable runtime nspr establishing an effective
cross platform bug reporting and tracking system creating builds for
multiple platforms and detecting build failures across platforms when
they occur understanding the native runtime environment and its impact
on installation utilizing wxwidgets to create multi platform gui
applications from a single code base thoroughly testing application
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portability understanding cross platform gui toolkit design with
trixul

The Clean Coder
2011-05-13

programmers who endure and succeed amidst swirling uncertainty and
nonstop pressure share a common attribute they care deeply about the
practice of creating software they treat it as a craft they are
professionals in the clean coder a code of conduct for professional
programmers legendary software expert robert c martin introduces the
disciplines techniques tools and practices of true software
craftsmanship this book is packed with practical advice about
everything from estimating and coding to refactoring and testing it
covers much more than technique it is about attitude martin shows how
to approach software development with honor self respect and pride
work well and work clean communicate and estimate faithfully face
difficult decisions with clarity and honesty and understand that deep
knowledge comes with a responsibility to act readers will learn what
it means to behave as a true software craftsman how to deal with
conflict tight schedules and unreasonable managers how to get into the
flow of coding and get past writer s block how to handle unrelenting
pressure and avoid burnout how to combine enduring attitudes with new
development paradigms how to manage your time and avoid blind alleys
marshes bogs and swamps how to foster environments where programmers
and teams can thrive when to say no and how to say it when to say yes
and what yes really means great software is something to marvel at
powerful elegant functional a pleasure to work with as both a
developer and as a user great software isn t written by machines it is
written by professionals with an unshakable commitment to
craftsmanship the clean coder will help you become one of them and
earn the pride and fulfillment that they alone possess

C++ Builder 5 Developer's Guide
2000

written by high profiles representatives of the c builder developer
community this book provides insight into and how to use the new
features developer to developer coverage of critical areas of software
development a free set of components on the cd rom and detailed
coverage of c builder specific development strategies library usage
and interface features
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C Programming Success in a Day and C
Programming Professional Made Easy
2015-03-24

c programming success in a day beginners guide to fast easy and
efficient learning of c programming c programming professional made
easy expert c programming language success in a day for any computer
user great new publication with first time ever released success in a
day for programmers c programming success in a day are you aware that
c programming is one of the most popular and most commonly used
programming languages today did you know many expert developers have
started with learning c in order to become knowledgeable in computer
programming were you aware that grade schools and high schools have
begun implementing c programming in their curriculum s are you wanting
a simple way to understand a step by step action to learning c
programming while skipping all the technical jargon so many learners
fear in programming if you are having doubts learning the language do
not c is actually easy to learn compared to c c is much simpler you do
not need to spend years to become a master of this language well start
right here learn the coding necessary in less than a day become
profound and knowledgeable to move up the ladder to becoming a
proficient programmer it start right now and by the time you finish
and implement the steps here you will have learned everything there is
to know in less than a day steps covered to become proficient in c
programming include the basics of c programming learn to create a
program to interact with the user learn to create a program to think
and perform specific functions building programs to run efficiently
with looping much more programming tips c programming professional
made easy are you aware that c programming is one of the most popular
and most commonly used programming languages today did you know many
expert developers have started with learning c in order to become
knowledgeable in computer programming were you aware that your
children are learning c programming today in their schools are you
wanting a shortcut from basic to expert in one day and all the
technical jargon removed so its made easy to understand if you are
having doubts learning the language do not c is actually easy to learn
compared to c c is much simpler you do not need to spend years to
become a master of this language well start right here learn the
coding necessary in less than a day become profound and knowledgeable
to move up the ladder to becoming a proficient programmer it start
right now and by the time you finish and implement the steps here you
will have learned everything there is to know in less than a day steps
covered to become proficient in c programming include the basics
elements of c learn what c programming language is learn to to
understand c program then all the fun of learning c programming much
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more programming tips

Learn Objective-C for Java Developers
2009-11-18

learn objective c for java developers will guide experienced java
developers into the world of objective c it will show them how to take
their existing language knowledge and design patterns and transfer
that experience to objective c and the cocoa runtime library this is
the express train to productivity for every java developer who has
dreamed of developing for mac os x or iphone but felt that objective c
was too intimidating so hop on and enjoy the ride provides a
translation service that turns java problem solving skills into
objective c solutions allows java developers to leverage their
existing experience and quickly launch themselves into a new domain
takes the risk out of learning objective c

Visual C++ for Visual Basic Developers
2002

this book will concentrate on c and some c techniques that will
benefit visual basic programmers the author s approach is to cover
things that feel good in each language and where the languages can
enhance each other then the basics of c from a vb programmer s
perspective and finally com and activex programming in depth this book
should be more practical than most much of the code shown will be
shipping commercially and have a demonstrated application there will
be a great deal of source code and will include controls and com
objects that can be directly adopted by the reader

Pro Visual C++ 2005 for C# Developers
2007-03-01

author has unique knowledge of visual c 2005 development at microsoft
including many undocumented features hints and tips which he records
for the first time in this book presents a fast track entry for
developers familiar with c into the vc world complete coverage of
visual c 2005 to ensure that readers will have broad understanding
necessary to leverage the unique powerful features

C in a Nutshell
2015-12-10
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the new edition of this classic o reilly reference provides clear
detailed explanations of every feature in the c language and runtime
library including multithreading type generic macros and library
functions that are new in the 2011 c standard c11 if you want to
understand the effects of an unfamiliar function and how the standard
library requires it to behave you ll find it here along with a typical
example ideal for experienced c and c programmers this book also
includes popular tools in the gnu software collection you ll learn how
to build c programs with gnu make compile executable programs from c
source code and test and debug your programs with the gnu debugger in
three sections this authoritative book covers c language concepts and
language elements with separate chapters on types statements pointers
memory management i o and more the c standard library including an
overview of standard headers and a detailed function reference basic c
programming tools in the gnu software collection with instructions on
how use them with the eclipse ide

Expert C++
2023-08-25

take your c skills to the next level with expert insights on advanced
techniques design patterns and high performance programming purchase
of the print or kindle book includes a free pdf ebook key features
master templates metaprogramming and advanced functional programming
techniques to elevate your c skills design scalable and efficient c
applications with the latest features of c 17 and c 20 explore real
world examples and essential design patterns to optimize your code
book descriptionare you an experienced c developer eager to take your
skills to the next level this updated edition of expert c is tailored
to propel you toward your goals this book takes you on a journey of
building c applications while exploring advanced techniques beyond
object oriented programming along the way you ll get to grips with
designing templates including template metaprogramming and delve into
memory management and smart pointers once you have a solid grasp of
these foundational concepts you ll advance to more advanced topics
such as data structures with stl containers and explore advanced data
structures with c additionally the book covers essential aspects like
functional programming concurrency and multithreading and designing
concurrent data structures it also offers insights into designing
world ready applications incorporating design patterns and addressing
networking and security concerns finally it adds to your knowledge of
debugging and testing and large scale application design with expert c
as your guide you ll be empowered to push the boundaries of your c
expertise and unlock new possibilities in software development what
you will learn go beyond the basics to explore advanced c programming
techniques develop proficiency in advanced data structures and
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algorithm design with c 17 and c 20 implement best practices and
design patterns to build scalable c applications master c for machine
learning data science and data analysis framework design design world
ready applications incorporating networking and security
considerations strengthen your understanding of c concurrency
multithreading and optimizing performance with concurrent data
structures who this book is forthis book will empower experienced c
developers to achieve advanced proficiency enabling them to build
professional grade applications with the latest features of c 17 and c
20 if you re an aspiring software engineer or computer science student
you ll be able to master advanced c programming techniques through
real world applications that will prepare you for complex projects and
real world challenges

Programming in C
2004-07-08

learn the c programming language from one of the best stephen kochan s
programming in c is thorough with easy to follow instructions that are
sure to benefit beginning programmers this book provides readers with
practical examples of how the c programming language can be used with
small fast programs similar to the programming used by large game
developers such as nintendo if you want a one stop source for c
programming this book is it the book is appropriate for all
introductory to intermediate courses on programming in the c language
including courses covering c programming for games and small device
platforms programming in c third edition is a thoroughly revised and
updated edition of steven kochan s classic c programming tutorial a
book that has helped thousands of students master c over the past
twenty years this edition fully reflects the latest c standard and
contains current source code it has been crafted to help students
master c regardless of the platform they intend to use or the
applications they intend to create including small device and gaming
applications where c s elegance and speed make it especially valuable
kochan begins with the fundamentals then covers every facet of c
language programming variables data types arithmetic expressions
program looping making decisions arrays functions structures character
strings pointers operations on bits the preprocessors i o and more
coverage also includes chapters on working with larger programs
debugging programs and the fundamentals of object oriented programming
appendices include a complete language summary an introduction to the
standard c library coverage of compiling and running programs using
gcc common programming mistakes and more
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Clean C++20
2020-12-26

write maintainable extensible and durable software with modern c this
book updated for the c 20 standard is a must for every developer
software architect or team leader who is interested in good c code and
thus also wants to save development costs if you want to teach
yourself about writing clean c clean c is exactly what you need it is
written to help c developers of all skill levels and shows by example
how to write understandable flexible maintainable and efficient c code
even if you are a seasoned c developer there are nuggets and data
points in this book that you will find useful in your work if you don
t take care with your code you can produce a large messy and
unmaintainable beast in any programming language however c projects in
particular are prone to be messy and tend to slip into bad habits lots
of c code that is written today looks as if it was written in the
1980s it seems that c developers have been forgotten by those who
preach software craftsmanship and clean code principles the web is
full of bad but apparently very fast and highly optimized c code
examples with cruel syntax that completely ignores elementary
principles of good design and well written code this book will explain
how to avoid this scenario and how to get the most out of your c code
you ll find your coding becomes more efficient and importantly more
fun what you ll learn gain sound principles and rules for clean coding
in c carry out test driven development tdd discover c design patterns
and idioms apply these design patterns who this book is for any c
developer or software engineer with an interest in producing better
code

Swift Translation Guide for Objective-C Users
2015

apple designed swift so you wouldn t need previous apple programming
experience but many apple developers will want to take advantage of
swift in existing projects as well as start writing projects from
scratch in this compact to the point guide author and ios developer
maurice kelly steps existing objective c developers through the basics
of the swift language including types syntax variables strings and
classes and explores how to use swift with existing projects and
create new apps written completely in swift if you are an apple
developer this book will quickly give you a solid foundation for
writing swift apps this book includes detailed instruction and clear
examples real world guidance and advice detailed directions for using
swift s playgrounds to experiment with your code with a minimum of
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hassle emphasis on the core components of the language companion
website swift translation guide includes additional resources

Swift Translation Guide for Objective-C
2014-12-01

apple designed swift so you wouldn t need previous apple programming
experience but many apple developers will want to take advantage of
swift in existing projects as well as start writing projects from
scratch in this compact to the point guide author and ios developer
maurice kelly steps existing objective c developers through the basics
of the swift language including types syntax variables strings and
classes and explores how to use swift with existing projects and
create new apps written completely in swift if you are an apple
developer this book will quickly give you a solid foundation for
writing swift apps this book includes detailed instruction and clear
examples real world guidance and advice detailed directions for using
swift s playgrounds to experiment with your code with a minimum of
hassle emphasis on the core components of the language companion
website swift translation guide includes additional resources

CPI-C Programming in C
1995

disk includes all the show codes shown in the text

Nitty Gritty C
2002

master the essentials of c now with this concise hands on tutorial
includes extensive practical tips and techniques plus a convenient
reference section for c developers at every level of skill well
organized attractively laid out and competitively priced

The CERT® C Coding Standard, Second Edition
2014-04-25

at cisco we have adopted the cert c coding standard as the internal
secure coding standard for all c developers it is a core component of
our secure development lifecycle the coding standard described in this
book breaks down complex software security topics into easy to follow
rules with excellent real world examples it is an essential reference
for any developer who wishes to write secure and resilient software in
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c and c edward d paradise vice president engineering threat response
intelligence and development cisco systems secure programming in c can
be more difficult than even many experienced programmers realize to
help programmers write more secure code the cert c coding standard
second edition fully documents the second official release of the cert
standard for secure coding in c the rules laid forth in this new
edition will help ensure that programmers code fully complies with the
new c11 standard it also addresses earlier versions including c99 the
new standard itemizes those coding errors that are the root causes of
current software vulnerabilities in c prioritizing them by severity
likelihood of exploitation and remediation costs each of the text s 98
guidelines includes examples of insecure code as well as secure c11
conforming alternative implementations if uniformly applied these
guidelines will eliminate critical coding errors that lead to buffer
overflows format string vulnerabilities integer overflow and other
common vulnerabilities this book reflects numerous experts
contributions to the open development and review of the rules and
recommendations that comprise this standard coverage includes
preprocessor declarations and initialization expressions integers
floating point arrays characters and strings memory management input
output environment signals error handling concurrency miscellaneous
issues

Borland C++ Builder 6 Developer's Guide
2003

0672324806 ld the definitive guide to the latest version of borlands
powerful c builder provides complete coverage of c builder services
development now a key component of c builder borland c builder remains
best in class ide over the past 5 years for c solutions written by a
team of top c builder experts with expertise in a variety of technical
areas related to c application development c builder 6 developers
guide is revised for the latest version of c builder the biggest
update to c builder in years c builder is an ansi c ide the version 6
adds bizshape a tool to build services using xml soap net and biztalk
from microsoft and sunone from sun microsystems other new components
include websnap for application development datasnap for database
development and clx which allows cross platform development for unix
and linux the new netclx internet components allow development of
cross platform applications with apache microsoft iis and netscape
server applications c builder 6 developers guide continues as the
definitive guide for borlands c builder providing a clear and concise
reference for c developers c builder developers guide is a unique
combination of over 35 c builder experts from around the globe this
team brings hundreds of thousands of working hours in professional
software development to the creation of this extensive work leading
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the team are jarrod hollingworth bob swart mark cashman and paul
gustavson jarrod is running backslash backslash com au loping software
applications for the internet and key business sectors and working as
a software development consultant bob aka dr bob is an internationally
recognized uk borland connections member and an independent technical
author trainer and consultant using c builder kylix and delphi based
in the netherlands mark cashman is an independent c developer in the u
s paul gustavson lives in virginia and is a senior systems engineer
for synetics inc a u s based company providing knowledge management
systems engineering and enterprise management services

C++11 for Programmers
2013-03-21

in c 11 for programmers the deitels bring their proven live code
approach to teaching today s powerful new version of the c language
like all deitel developer titles they teach the best way possible via
hundreds of complete example c programs with thousands of lines of
downloadable c source code unlike other c 11 books this guide teaches
robust best practice coding practices that fully support the cert
coordination center s authoritative secure coding standards to help
you write programs that are even more secure the deitels also
introduce c 11 s new non deterministic random number generation
capabilities using all these techniques you can write industrial
strength c 11 code that stands up to attacks from viruses worms and
other forms of malware ideal for anyone who s worked with at least one
programming language before c 11 for programmers utilizes a proven
early objects approach emphasizing program clarity software reuse and
component oriented software construction in addition to the core
language it will help you take advantage of the newest standard
libraries and the newest language extensions coverage includes many
new c 11 features including smart pointers regular expressions shared
ptr and weak ptr and more this book contains 240 complete c 11
programs more than 15 000 lines of downloadable code all code has been
thoroughly tested on three popular industrial strength c 11 compilers
gnu c 4 7 microsoft visual c 2012 and apple llvm in xcode 4 5

プログラミング言語C 第2版
2018-06-01

1988年末に提出された アメリカのansi標準規格により定義されたcについて述べる 尚本書は第2版の訳書として1989年に出されたものの訂
正版 この電子書籍は固定レイアウト型で配信されております 固定レイアウト型は文字だけを拡大することや 文字列のハイライト 検索 辞書の参照
引用などの機能が使用できません 本書は アメリカの標準規格として1988年末に提出されたc言語のansi規格にもとづいて第1版を全面的に書き
直した新版である ごく常識的に言えば c言語はリッチー博士がベル研で1973年に開発して以来 多くのプログラマに使われているから その仕様変
更はちょっと不可能ということになるが アメリカはあえて そのcの仕様変更 機能拡張をやってのけた これでcが近代的なプログラミング言語として
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よみがえったのだからすばらしい 本書の付録cの要約でもわかる通り ansi規格による変更 機能拡張 はそう大幅なものではないが 重要な改良点
を多く含んでいる cによるプログラミングは これまで自由度がありすぎて危険だとよくいわれてきたが ansiによって改良された結果 cによるプ
ログラミングの安全性は大いに向上した これでcの寿命は一段と長くなり cは今後ますます広く使われることになるであろう

プログラミングASP.NET Core
2019-05-23

本書は programming asp net core microsoft press 2018年 の待望の日本語翻訳版です 2016年に
バージョン1 0が公開されたasp net coreは windows環境だけでなくlinuxやmacos上でも動作するクロスプラットフォー
ムのwebアプリケーションフレームワークとして注目を集めてきました 本書はasp net coreが登場した背景から始まり asp net
coreによるアプリケーション開発に必要とされる知識を 設計から開発 デプロイまで 順を追って解説します 日本語版では原書発行後の最新情報を
できるだけ反映するように努めました

C# for Experienced Programmers
2003

the practicing programmer s deitel live code guide toc and the
powerful microsoft net framework c for experienced programmers is
written for programmers with backgrounds in c visual basic java or
other high level languages who want to learn c through the
intermediate level if you already own c how to program 1 e you should
not purchase c for experienced programmers however you may be
interested in our asp net with c for experienced programmers which
will be published in summer 2003 students should not purchase c for
experienced programmers instead students should purchase c how to
program 1 e as it contains self review exercises and other ancillary
materials suitable for self study and classroom use we also recommend
that everyone consider the complete c training course 1 e which
includes c how to program 1 e and the c cyber classroom an interactive
multimedia windows based cd rom the complete training course offers a
great value and provides a powerful learning tool for readers who want
to pursue c programming through the intermediate level written for
programmers with a background in c visual basic java or other high
level languages this book applies the deitel signature live code
approach to teaching programming and explores microsoft s c language
in depth this book presents important c concepts in the context of
fully tested programs complete with syntax shading detailed line by
line descriptions and program outputs the book features 230 live code
programs that contain 26 006 lines of proven c program code in
addition the book includes 402 programming tips that help you build
applications that are portable reusable andoptimized for performance
start with a concise introduction to c fundamentals then rapidly move
on to more advanced topics including windows forms ado net asp net asp
net services network programming and xml processing along the way you
will enjoy the deitels classic treatment of object based and object
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oriented programming when you are finished you will have everything
you need to build next generation windows applications applications
and xml services dr harvey m deitel and paul j deitel are the founders
of deitel associates inc the internationally recognized it content
creation and corporate training organization together with their
colleagues at deitel associates inc they have written the successful
how to program series of college textbooks that hundreds of thousands
of students throughout the world have used to master c c java c visual
basic net perl python xml and other languages the deitel developer
series is designed for practicing programmers the series presents
focused treatments of emerging technologies including net j2ee
services and more each book in the series contains the same live code
teaching methodology used so successfully in the deitels how to
program series college textbooks and instructor led corporate training
courses the deitel developer series includes a wide selection of books
suitable for three types of readers a technical introductionbroad
overviews of new technologies for programmers technical managers and
other technical professionalsa programmer s introduction focused
treatments of programming fundamentals for practicing programmers and
for novicesfor experienced programmersdetailed treatments of language
topics for experienced programmersdeitel testimonials your book has
sparked a passion in me for programming like no other scott haynes
comprehensive coherent clear and just plain fun to work through james
huddleston i must say my favorite feature is the examples ben
schrooten i have read many books and taken many training courses over
the past 20 years but this stands out as the absolute best cindy
steele

The Developer's Guide to Debugging
2010-10-19

software has bugs period that s true unfortunately even the good old
hello world program known to virtually every c and c programmer in the
world can be considered to be buggy developing software means having
to deal with defects old ones new ones ones you created yourself and
those that others brought to life software developers debug programs
for a living hence good debugging skills are a must have that said i
always found it regretable that debugging is hardly taught in
engineering schools well it is a tricky subject and there are no good
textbooks the latter can be helped i thought that s how the idea for
this book was born the developer s guide to debugging is a book for
both professional software developers seeking to broaden their skills
and students that want to learn the tricks of the trade from the
ground up with small inlined examples and exercises at the end of each
chapter it is well suited to accompany a cs course or lecture at the
same time it can be used as a reference used to address problems as
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the need arises this book goes beyond the level of simple source code
debugging scenarios in addition it covers the most frequent real world
problems from the areas of program linking memory access parallel
processing and performance analysis the picture is completed by
chapters covering static checkers and techniques to write code that
leans well towards debugging while the focus lies on c and c the
workhorses of the software industry one can apply most principles
described in the developer s guide to debugging to programs written in
other languages the techniques are not restricted to a particular
compiler debugger or operating system the examples are structured such
that they can be reproduced with free open source software

Linux for Developers
2017

linux for developers shows you how to start writing great code for
linux whether you re a linux user with little or no coding experience
or an experienced windows programmer leading it trainer author william
bo rothwell begins with a clear and up to date review of modern open
source software including the licensing arrangements and tradeoffs all
developers need to understand he presents essential skills for both
linux command line and gui environments introducing text editors and
other tools for efficient coding building on this knowledge rothwell
introduces scripting tools such as bash python and perl as well as
traditional object oriented programming languages such as java c and c
finally he presents a full section on the powerful git version control
system teaching skills you can use in linux and many other
environments access linux systems use guis and work at the command
line learn how linux organizes files and navigate its filesystem use
basic developer commands such as gzip and grep edit programs with vi
and vim and explore alternative editors perform basic sysadmin tasks
that developers often need to handle compare linux languages to choose
the best one for each task write bash scripts that interact with users
or other shell features program with python and perl flow control
variables and more understand linux features related to building c c
and java programs stay on top of complex projects with git revision
control work in git staging committing branches diffs merges and
patches manage local and remote git repositories this guide s modular
coverage helps you quickly access whatever information you need right
now

Functional Programming in C++
2018-11-19

summary functional programming in c teaches developers the practical
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side of functional programming and the tools that c provides to
develop software in the functional style this in depth guide is full
of useful diagrams that help you understand fp concepts and begin to
think functionally purchase of the print book includes a free ebook in
pdf kindle and epub formats from manning publications about the
technology well written code is easier to test and reuse simpler to
parallelize and less error prone mastering the functional style of
programming can help you tackle the demands of modern apps and will
lead to simpler expression of complex program logic graceful error
handling and elegant concurrency c supports fp with templates lambdas
and other core language features along with many parts of the stl
about the book functional programming in c helps you unleash the
functional side of your brain as you gain a powerful new perspective
on c coding you ll discover dozens of examples diagrams and
illustrations that break down the functional concepts you can apply in
c including lazy evaluation function objects and invokables algebraic
data types and more as you read you ll match fp techniques with
practical scenarios where they offer the most benefit what s inside
writing safer code with no performance penalties explicitly handling
errors through the type system extending c with new control structures
composing tasks with dsls about the reader written for developers with
two or more years of experience coding in c about the author ivan
Čukić is a core developer at kde and has been coding in c since 1998
he teaches modern c and functional programming at the faculty of
mathematics at the university of belgrade table of contents
introduction to functional programming getting started with functional
programming function objects creating new functions from the old ones
purity avoiding mutable state lazy evaluation ranges functional data
structures algebraic data types and pattern matching monads template
metaprogramming functional design for concurrent systems testing and
debugging

From Java to C#
2003-01

offers a guide to the c computer programming language for current java
users

Maven
2005-06-20

if you re a java programmer you ll be armed with all the critical
information you need to get up to speed on this powerful new build
tool in the end you ll find yourself spending less time working on
your project s build system and more time working on your project s
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code

C#
2003

the complete c introduction specifically designed for professionals
targets the areas of c development professionals need to know first
utilizing the deitels proven live code tm approach to rapid mastery
coverage includes basic syntax objects windows forms guis multimedia
file processing ado net asp net services and much more in c a
programmer s introduction a team of world renowned corporate trainers
has delivered the first complete introduction to c specifically
focused on what professionals need to know harvey and paul deitel
whose best selling textbooks have trained millions of developers
worldwide teach c using their unique live code tm approach every new
concept is presented in the context of a complete working example
immediately followed by windows showing exactly what the code does the
deitels begin by introducing the new microsoft visual studio net
integrated development environment and walk developers through the
basic techniques of c programming including c control structures
methods arrays exceptions and object oriented features such as
inheritance and polymorphism they introduce windows gui development
with net s new windows forms then introduce basic multimedia
development and file processing the book contains in depth
introductions to database access with ado net and to asp net
development of both conventional applications and services

Professional C++
2005-01-21

geared to experienced c developers who may not be familiar with the
more advanced features of the language and therefore are not using it
to its full capabilities teaches programmers how to think in c that is
how to design effective solutions that maximize the power of the
language the authors drill down into this notoriously complex language
explaining poorly understood elements of the c feature set as well as
common pitfalls to avoid contains several in depth case studies with
working code that s been tested on windows linux and solaris platforms

Hands-On Embedded Programming with C++17
2019-01-31

build safety critical and memory safe stand alone and networked
embedded systems key features know how c works and compares to other
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languages used for embedded development create advanced guis for
embedded devices to design an attractive and functional ui integrate
proven strategies into your design for optimum hardware performance
book description c is a great choice for embedded development most
notably because it does not add any bloat extends maintainability and
offers many advantages over different programming languages hands on
embedded programming with c 17 will show you how c can be used to
build robust and concurrent systems that leverage the available
hardware resources starting with a primer on embedded programming and
the latest features of c 17 the book takes you through various facets
of good programming you ll learn how to use the concurrency memory
management and functional programming features of c to build embedded
systems you will understand how to integrate your systems with
external peripherals and efficient ways of working with drivers this
book will also guide you in testing and optimizing code for better
performance and implementing useful design patterns as an additional
benefit you will see how to work with qt the popular gui library used
for building embedded systems by the end of the book you will have
gained the confidence to use c for embedded programming what you will
learn choose the correct type of embedded platform to use for a
project develop drivers for os based embedded systems use concurrency
and memory management with various microcontroller units mcus debug
and test cross platform code with linux implement an infotainment
system using a linux based single board computer extend an existing
embedded system with a qt based gui communicate with the fpga side of
a hybrid fpga soc system who this book is for if you want to start
developing effective embedded programs in c then this book is for you
good knowledge of c language constructs is required to understand the
topics covered in the book no knowledge of embedded systems is assumed

Pointers in C Programming
2021-04-23

gain a better understanding of pointers from the basics of how
pointers function at the machine level to using them for a variety of
common and advanced scenarios this short contemporary guide book on
pointers in c programming provides a resource for professionals and
advanced students needing in depth hands on coverage of pointer basics
and advanced features it includes the latest versions of the c
language c20 c17 and c14 you ll see how pointers are used to provide
vital c features such as strings arrays higher order functions and
polymorphic data structures along the way you ll cover how pointers
can optimize a program to run faster or use less memory than it would
otherwise there are plenty of code examples in the book to emulate and
adapt to meet your specific needs what you will learn work effectively
with pointers in your c programming learn how to effectively manage
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dynamic memory program with strings and arrays create recursive data
structures implement function pointers who this book is for
intermediate to advanced level professional programmers software
developers and advanced students or researchers prior experience with
c programming is expected

Transitioning to Swift
2023-08-05

in the ever evolving arena of programming staying on top of changes is
more than just an advantage it s a necessity transitioning to swift a
guide for objective c developers is a dedicated lifeline for those
seeking a smooth sailing transition amid this shift our world often
portrays technology as a complex and cryptic dimension but worry not
for this comprehensive guide debunks such myths especially when
transitioning from objective c to swift this guide filters out
technical jargon replacing it with digestible relatable information
that breeds understanding not confusion keith quinn the author brings
years of practical knowledge and a knack for simplifying complex
concepts into this guide his journey stems from early days in
objective c traversing into swift s waters soon after its introduction
his hands on experience coupled with a talent for breaking down
technical language into easily understandable terms paints a rather
unique skillset something aspirational developers will appreciate and
benefit from whether you re a beginner just venturing into the ocean
of programming languages or an experienced coder looking to enhance
your toolkit this guide is ready to navigate you towards efficient
swift coding with keith s proven strategies here s what to expect
understanding the basics of swift decoding objective c a refresher
distinguishing between objective c and swift setting up your swift
development environment swift syntax a comprehensive overview swift
for objective c developers a detailed comparison effective transition
strategies from objective c to swift dealing with common challenges in
swift for objective c developers capitalizing on swift s advantages
advanced features and techniques case studies real world transitions
from objective c to swift unravel swift s intricacies and ride the
wave to programming proficiency with keith quinn

Distributed Application Programming in C++
2000

industrial strength code examples strategies and conventions for
software engineering with c and unix linux make the most of advanced c
features powerful techniques key tradeoffs cd rom contains all of the
book s real world enterprise proven code as software becomes
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increasingly distributed high quality infrastructure becomes ever more
important precisely written replete with advanced code examples and
based on randall maddox extensive experience teaching advanced c this
book gives working c developers the insights and sophisticated
techniques they need to build superior software infrastructure maddox
begins by introducing the context required to support a distributed
application in a unix environment he then presents the utility classes
that illustrate crucial design and implementation issues and serve as
building blocks for a distributed software architecture coverage
includes concrete data types templates containers namespaces error
handling and an automated solution for the hazards of dynamic memory
allocation maddox reviews c program startup and memory usage in detail
laying the groundwork for a full of understanding of multiprocessing
multithreading and interprocess communication unlike most advanced c
books distributed application programming in c goes beyond coding
introducing superior strategies for enterprise software development
maddox presents key design implementation tradeoffs managing source
code organization build time issues the run time environment and more
for all professional developers who want to master the use of advanced
c features in real world distributed applications

Learning Node. Js for . NET Developers
2016-06-24

solve practical real world problems using javascript and node jsabout
this book learn the concepts of node js to gain a high level
understanding of the node js execution model build an interactive web
application with mongodb and redis and create your own javascript
modules that work both on the client side and server side familiarize
yourself with the new features of node js and javascript with this
exclusive step by step guidewho this book is forthis book is for
developers who want to learn javascript and node js previous
experience with programming is desired but no javascript or node js
knowledge is required the book focuses mostly on web development such
as networking serving dynamic pages and real time client server
communication what you will learn understand which problems node js
best solves write idiomatic javascript and node js code build web
applications and command line tools minimise complexity and
efficiently solve difficult problems test and deploy node js
applications work with persistent data implement real time client
server applications integrate net and node js codein detailnode js is
an open source cross platform runtime environment that allows you to
use javascript to develop server side web applications this short
guide will help you develop applications using javascript and node js
leverage your existing programming skills from net or java and make
the most of these other platforms through understanding the node js
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programming model you will learn how to build web applications and
apis in node discover packages in the node js ecosystem test and
deploy your node js code and more finally you will discover how to
integrate node js and net code style and approachthis is a step by
step and practical guide to node js for net developers it covers the
fundamentals relating to typical applications the focus is on
providing the practical skills required to develop applications with a
summary of the key concepts covered

Coding Notebook Developer Gift
2020-01-06

coding notebook developer for computer programmers and developers
journal makes an excellent code savedit school young programmers
programming tipslearning lisp programming and programming for kids
computer science graduation or programmers day gift for anyone that
loves to follow their passion and it career it s 6x9 inches and has
120 white pages which makes it an ideal notebook to take with you
everywhere you go and programming made very easy to professional it
can be used for design notes project management to do lists personal
journal creative writing appointment reminders this coding notebook
developer is loved by geeks managers designers coders programmers be
different of others and create a brand of yourself notebook features
cover matte finish pages 120 dimensions 6 x 9 interior white paper
made with love for programmers developers please feel free to browse
our wide range of programming languages notebooks and find the best
suited for your needs

Learn Objective-C on the Mac
2009-01-07

take your coding skills to the next level with this extensive guide to
objective c the native programming language for developing
sophisticated software applications for mac os x objective c is a
powerful object oriented extension of c making this book the perfect
follow up to dave mark s bestselling learn c on the mac mac os x
edition whether you re an experienced c programmer or you re coming
from a different language such as c or java leading mac experts mark
dalrymple and scott knaster show you how to harness the powers of
objective c in your applications a complete course on the basics of
objective c using apple s free xcode tools an introduction to object
oriented programming comprehensive coverage of inheritance composition
object initialization categories protocols memory management and
organizing source files a brief tour of cocoa s foundation framework
and appkit a helpful learning curve guide for non c developers
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Pro Visual C++ 2005 for C# Developers
2006-11-22

author has unique knowledge of visual c 2005 development at microsoft
including many undocumented features hints and tips which he records
for the first time in this book presents a fast track entry for
developers familiar with c into the vc world complete coverage of
visual c 2005 to ensure that readers will have broad understanding
necessary to leverage the unique powerful features
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